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howard jones has partnered again with absolute 80s on a brand new visual and aural experience
to accompany his next tour of his greatest hits in october 2014. howard jones has worked

extensively with a cutting edge technology team from the yamaha entertainment division. this
additional level of innovation will be on display during the shows. www.absolute80s.com limited
to 15 copies on vinyl, acute vinyl are proud to announce the release of this truly rare recording.
recordings of this nature are often lost to us, and the fact that the howard jones collection has

one of these records makes it doubly special. it has been pressed with a slightly different run of
vinyl and will include a download code to get you listening to the exclusive howard jones release

here first. directed by gary barlow, howard jones and the school of rock, this is a record with a
powerful message. through the years it has remained one of the world's most popular rock acts.

together with his rock group the school of rock, he delivered the biggest selling live album in rock
history, things can only get better. for this edition, howard will be performing a mix of new and

classic hits. now that youve enjoyed the promise of a new way to experience engage, howard will
be unveiling a whole new level for this crowd-sourced theatre production. october 8th 2014
howard jones launches engage at the indigo at the 02 - vip & presale tickets available on

pledgemusic at 11am on wed 15th december 2014 howard jones performs a very exclusive show
at the indigo at the 02 in london on friday feb 20th 2015 as part of the pledgemusic campaign.

the show will be in two halves, the first will be the launch and performance of his brand new multi
media experience engage. the new project has been conceptualised from its beginnings as a live

multi media experience and incorporates stunning visuals and brand new music. i conceived
engage as a live visceral experience states howard. i imagined myself at the venue and imagined

what it would be like to be at a gig and how exciting you could make the music and the visuals
and make it a fully immersive experience. engage embraces electronica, contemporary classical,
cinematic and pop music influences, and fuses it with ballet, modern dance, and philosophy. the
second half of the show will see howard perform his classic hits along with some fan favourites

and some intimate acoustic moments. a vip package is available which includes kings row seats,
access to an exclusive pre show which includes a q&a with howard, access to an aftershow party

with a free glass of bubbly and a souvenir vip laminate. vip tickets can also be purchased as
standing vip tickets for those who prefer not to be seated. all the best the howard jones engage

team
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